Stoltzfus Testimonials

“The best piece of equipment I ever bought. 33 years old. It went through a barn fire and it spreads like the day we bought it.”

-Tom
Henderson, MD

“The saying around here is that if you don’t get a Stoltzfus, you don’t get a good one”

-Tom
Marietta, OH

“This machine is a true testimony to Stoltzfus Mfg., the individuals who built it, and Catawba farm who cared for its maintenance. To see a 27 year old machine used in such a corrosive and abrasive environment, and weather the storm is a real tribute to all. BRAVO. Any dings or spot rust are all surface paint related, no structural or metal compromise whatsoever. The stains, black or dark areas in the pictures are from drain oil used in storage. The unit has never been painted or welded.”

-Dave
New Albany, PA
WLS 50

“I bought my spreader in 1976 and it paid for itself in the first year. I keep it inside and it’s still like new [in 2011]. That’s a good spreader and it lasts forever. I only replaced the spinner blades and one time a universal joint when I let my brother borrow the spreader.”

-Dan
Rome, PA
WLS 50

“I have a Stoltzfus lime spreader that is about 30 years old and it is time to upgrade to a new one. It has only needed 2 bearings in all these years and once in a while a set of belts.”

-Michael
Calcium, NY
WLS 40
“I have a 20 year old 5 ton spreader. It is one solid built spreader. You have the best parts service in the world.”

-John
Ukiah, CA
WLS 50

“The Stoltzfus spreader is well designed and works great. The folks that make them are a pleasure to deal with and very helpful.”

-Ellen
Purcellville, VA
BMS 5010

“I think that’s the best lime spreader available. We use it for lime and also fertilizer and dry chicken manure. I think anyone that buys a different kind of spreader for lime is a fool.”

-Lowell
Conneaut Lake, PA
Redhawk CU80

I love that spreader. Accurate. Easy to operate. Spreads lime and gypsum great. Wish I had gotten it 20 years ago. Tell the guys at the factory thanks for a good product.

-Tom
Goshen, OH
WLS 50

“The spreader is holding up great. You could not ask for a better machine. We bought this one brand new in 1986 for $10,000 and the belt was the first purchase we made [in August 2010]. It was never broken. I should say that we always stored it inside, and never lent it to anyone.”

-Ulrich
Knightville, N.B.
WLS 50

“I know there are a lot of litter spreaders out there, but when you have one that’s built like a tank and is doing the job, why look? It has a great spread pattern and I get good service too.”
“We appreciate the prompt and courteous service. We will be calling on you in the future.”

-Charles

“It was a pleasure doing business with you, even though it was on the phone. Thank you. Also the trucker – he was very obliging.”

-Eleanor and Randy

“My spreader is 30 years old and still spreading. It’s a long lasting spreader, built rugged. I bought it used in 1985 [it was built in 1980]. I love the spread pattern. Good parts service.”

-Richard
Darlington, MD
WLS 50